KEY BENEFITS & DETAILS
MVDLS - Motor Vehicle and Driver Licensing Solution
Our MVDLS solution is fit for purpose, which means that it is developed specifically for driver and
vehicle licensing services, not built on any other architecture/system. This enables full control of future
enhancements, and it is not reliant upon modifications to underlying third party architecture or software.

CORE COMPONENTS

FUNCTIONALITY HIGHLIGHTS

BENEFITS

Driver/Client Management

Securely manages client identity and all driving related
transactions, providing all relevant information with quick,
intuitive user interface

High confidence in client identity, reduced
transaction times and improved service
levels

Fast, comprehensive management of transactions for all
vehicle registration activities; integrated VIN validation
processes and intuitive business rules to reduce errors

Reduces staff training time and data quality/
integrity issues

Vehicle Safety Management

Records the events related to the certified safety status of
a vehicle and tracks the safety status locally

Ease of driver compliance inquiries and
improvement of road safety

IRP and Fleet Management

Comprehensive IRP and IRP Clearinghouse functionality
allowing easy to implement jurisdictional fee changes

Eliminates the need for a separate IRP
solution and reduces effort for ongoing
jurisdictional fee changes

Reporting and Analytics

Powerful business intelligence engine allowing easy
business user reporting queries using familiar keyword/
search box style functionality. Operational management
dashboard capable with customizable update schedules

Reduces need for IT report development.
Business users can query data in real time

Inventory Management

Securely manages the distribution of inventory from
warehouse to customer

Generates secure, auditable supply chain
for all controlled inventory items

Financial Management

Securely manages all revenue collected through
transactions, allowing payment reconciliation and bank
deposits

Creates secure, auditable revenue
management capability, reducing financial
loss

Records a detailed summary of driver education,
assessments or any demonstrated competency that is
relevant to a driver meeting the necessary requirements to
hold a license

Increases road safety by ensuring
competencies have been demonstrated
prior to credential issuance

Manages the processing and recording of driver noncompliance events. Allows integration with external
Justice Information Systems

Reduces training needs and resource effort
required to read records and process
conviction/sanctions

Provides driver competence, compliance, and medical
fitness records to identify and mitigate high risk drivers
and their impact on the general public. Allows integration
with external Justice Information Systems

Offers more efficient and convenient ways
of interacting, increasing safety and security

Vehicle Management

Driver Testing

Driver Compliance

Driver Safety

